CROSS-BORDER
REMOTE WORK FAQS
singapore
1. Assume that a foreign national employee of a foreign
company wishes to work remotely for a period of
time in your country performing services exclusively
for the foreign company and not interacting with the
local market in your country.

Is work authorization required? If
so, please provide a brief description
of the type of visa, procedure,
processing time, etc.
It may be difficult for this employee to be based in
Singapore for a prolonged period of time as it is likely
that they will be coming into Singapore under a short
term visit pass. If they do come into Singapore though,
no work authorization is required for this purpose. The
duration of the short term visit pass would vary, with
the most common duration being up to 30 days and it
is (on a case-by-case basis) extendable by another 30
days.
As long as the foreign employee is not deemed to
be carrying on business in Singapore (criteria as set
out under question 2(b)), work authorisation is not
required and as such, in such a situation, the foreign

employee can work for the foreign employer while on
the short term visit pass.

Is there risk of “permanent
establishment” consequences for
the foreign company by virtue of
the remote worker’s activities?
If so, what are the main factors
determining the exposure.
Yes, there may be a risk of “permanent establishment” if:
• the foreign company has a fixed place where they
wholly or partly carry out their business, including,
amongst others, a place of management, a branch
and an office; or
• if a person, amongst others, has another person
acting on their behalf in Singapore who:
• has and habitually exercises an authority to
conclude contracts;
• maintains a stock of goods or merchandise for the
purpose of delivery on behalf of that person; or
• habitually secures orders wholly or almost wholly
for that person or for such other enterprises as
are controlled by that person.
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We would highlight that in the event that an
employee of a foreign company remains in Singapore
due to COVID-19 travel restrictions, the Inland
Revenue Authority of Singapore would consider that
“permanent establishment” in Singapore for the
foreign company has not been created in Singapore for
Year of Assessments 2021 and/or 2022 if:
• the foreign company does not have a permanent
establishment in Singapore for the immediate
preceding Year of Assessment;
• there are no other changes to the economic
circumstances of the company;
• the presence of the employee in Singapore is due
to travel restrictions relating to COVID-19 and their
physical presence in Singapore up to 30 June 2021
(subject to review as the COVID-19 situation evolves)
is temporary;
• the activities performed by the employee during
the presence would not have been performed in
Singapore if not for the travel restrictions relating to
COVID-19; and
• the employee will leave Singapore as soon as they
are able to do so, following the relaxation of travel
restrictions relating to COVID-19.

At what point and under what
circumstances would the remote
worker become subject to
local social security and other
payroll requirements? Can such
requirements be fulfilled by a
foreign company, and if so by what
mechanisms?
Singapore’s local social security scheme, being the
Central Provident Fund is only applicable to Singapore
citizens and Singapore permanent residents (further
discussed in scenario 2(a) below) and as such, will not
be applicable to a foreign employee.

At what point and under what
circumstances does the remote
worker become subject to local
employment law requirements such
as Is wage-hour, local holidays,
annual leave, maternity leave,
disability leave, protection against
unfair dismissal, etc.
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There is currently a lack of official guidance from the
Singapore labour authorities on the exact point which
would subject the remote worker to local employment
law requirements. Based on current market practice,
the Singapore labour authorities are currently not
likely to impose any local requirements under the
Employment Act (Cap 91) of Singapore, however it
should be noted that this position may change.

Are there special requirements
governing remote work in your
country which would cover the
remote foreign worker?
We are not aware of any special requirements
governing remote work in Singapore at this point in
time.

What is the employee’s exposure
to local income tax, and under
what circumstances is the foreign
employer required to arrange for
withholding of income tax?
As the employee is working in Singapore for a
foreign employer, the employee’s overseas income
from the foreign employer would likely be taxable if
the employee is a resident of Singapore or works in
Singapore for more than 60 days. The employee would
need to declare the taxable overseas income under
their tax return filings.

Would the remote worker be
entitled to bring a claim for
workplace injury in your country?
It is unlikely that the remote worker would be entitled
to bring a claim for workplace injury in Singapore as
the provisions under the Workplace Safety and Health
Act and the Work Injury Compensation Act are not
applicable to foreign registered companies.

Would the remote worker be
covered under the local national
healthcare system or insurance?
No. The local national healthcare savings scheme in
Singapore is MediSave. The Central Provident Fund
Board also provides a basic health insurance plan –
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MediShield Life. However, MediSave is only applicable to
Singapore citizens and Singapore permanent residents
who have Central Provident Fund contributions while
MediShield Life is only applicable to Singapore citizens
and Singapore permanent residents.

Is a foreign employer subject
to data privacy and security
requirements regarding protection
of employee personal information
for a foreign employee working
remotely in your country?
Data privacy in Singapore is governed by the Personal
Data Protection Act (“PDPA”). The PDPA does not
contain any express provisions on territorial effect and
is therefore likely to apply to the collection, use and/or
disclosure of personal data in Singapore.
As such, the foreign employer should obtain consent
from the employee before processing the employee’s
personal data unless exemptions apply. For example,
the employer would not need employee’s consent if
the collection of personal data from the employee is
required for the purpose of managing or terminating
their employment relationships. However, foreign
employers are still required to comply with the other
legal obligations under the PDPA (for example, to
protect confidential information of their employees
and where personal data is transferred outside of
Singapore, ensure that such personal data is protected
to a standard comparable with the PDPA.

Has there been any litigation
or specific law or regulation
regarding the foreign remote
worker in your country?
We are not aware of any litigation or specific law
or regulation regarding foreign remote workers in
Singapore.
2. Would any of the above answers change if the
remote worker (a) is a citizen of your country, or (b)
engages in activity interacting with the local market.
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(a) Citizen of Singapore
Yes, all companies (including foreign companies) are
required to pay Central Provident Fund contributions
for Singapore citizen and Singapore permanent
residents employees working in Singapore. As such, if
the remote worker is a Singapore citizen, the foreign
employer would need to pay Central Provident Fund
contributions for the remote worker.
In the event that a Singapore citizen or a Singapore
permanent resident employee of a foreign employer
works remotely in Singapore as a temporary
arrangement due to COVID-19, Central Provident Fund
contributions will not be required in respect of that
employee if:
• there is no change in the contractual terms governing
the employee’s employment overseas before and
after their return to Singapore;
• this is a temporary work arrangement due to
COVID-19;
• the work performed by the employee during their
stay in Singapore would have been performed
overseas if not for the travel restrictions caused by
COVID-19; and
• the employee will leave Singapore as soon as they
are able to do so.
(b) Engages in activity interacting with the local
market
Yes, the foreign employer would likely be deemed to be
carrying on business in Singapore and would generally
be required to register a presence in Singapore
under the Companies Act (Cap 50) of Singapore. For
completeness, “carrying on business in Singapore”:
• includes the administration, management or
otherwise dealing with property situated in Singapore
as an agent, legal personal representative, or a
trustee, whether by employees or agents or others;
and
• does not exclude activities carried on without a view
to any profit.
Additionally, the foreign employee would need to
have a valid work pass in order to work for the foreign
company in Singapore if the foreign employee engages
in activities interacting with the local market.
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